
 

 

STANDARD INTERPRETATION GUIDELINE 2018-05 

VALUE ADDED TAX (VAT) – PRODUCE SUPPLIER  

This Standard Interpretation Guideline (SIG) sets out Fiji Revenue and Customs Service’s (FRCS) policy 

and operational practice in relation to identification of the produce supplier and application of VAT to 

the business activity of the produce supplier under the applicable provisions of the Value Added Tax 

Act 1991 (VAT Act).  

 

It is issued with the authority of the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of FRCS. 

 

All legislative references in this SIG are to the VAT Act 1991 (unless otherwise stated). 

 

This SIG will replace Practice Statement No. 56/2017, Application Process for Creation of a Produce 

Supplier Division.  

 

This SIG is in effect from 22 June 2018 and may need to be reviewed in the event of any relevant 

legislative amendments. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1. A produce supplier is a person who deals in produce in a raw and unprocessed state. Produce is 

defined as the produce from the activity of agriculture and includes any fruits, vegetables, root 

crops, fish and other aquatic produce for the purpose of consumption.  

 

2. For VAT purposes, a produce supplier is not required to register if produce supply makes up 90% 

or more of the person’s total value of supplies (even if the total value of supplies exceeds the 

compulsory registration threshold of $100,000).  

 

3. The balance of the supplies must also be produce but does not have to be in a raw and 

unprocessed state. It can be produce which has been processed through basic cutting, separation 

etc. e.g. minced meat, steak, pounded yaqona. 

 

4. Raw and unprocessed state’ in relation to produce means: 

 not yet cooked, smoked or baked; 

 unmanufactured, undiluted, crude, unmilled, unpowdered, unpounded; 

 not processed mechanically or by the use of chemicals, except through basic separation, 

cutting of parts, packaging or freezing (excluding blast, quick or snap freezing). 

 

5. A registered person who supplies both produce and other taxable supplies is not a produce 

supplier. However, a person who is registered and who does not want to charge VAT on produce 

prices, can apply to the CEO to treat a separate branch or division of the person’s business as a 

produce supplier division. 

 

6. Once approved in writing, that part of the produce supply business is treated as a separate person. 

This means that: 

 

 although the owner is a registered person, VAT will not be charged on sales of produce 

from that branch or division;  

 the registered person is NOT allowed to claim ANY input tax on purchases and expenses; 

 any asset (equipment etc.) used in a taxable activity that is transferred for use in the 

produce supply branch or division, is a deemed supply and the person will be required to 

account for Output VAT on either the cost or the market value of the asset, whichever is 

less. However, NO input tax is claimable by produce supply branch.  

 

7. The following rules will be applied to identify a person as a produce supplier under the applicable 

provisions of the VAT Act: 

 

Rule 1: Produce Supplier (a person or a branch/division) to be treated as a separate person in 

accordance to section 27 of VAT Act.  

Rule 2: Person must solely supply the “produce”, as defined in section 2 of the VAT Act. 

Rule 3: Person must satisfy the definition of the “produce supplier” in section 2 of the VAT Act. 
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INTRODUCTION 

8. A produce supplier is treated differently from any other person carrying on the taxable activity 

whereby person who carries on taxable activity becomes liable to register for VAT under section 

22 of the VAT Act 1991. 

 

9. Any person whose gross turnovers exceeds $100,000 in the twelve-month period after the 

commencement of the business (taxable activity), the person must register for VAT, charge and 

collect the same on the sales made in the business. 

 

10. However, a produce supplier is not liable to be registered for VAT under section 22(1) of the VAT 

Act 1991.  

 
“In the 2017 case of Fiji Revenue and Customs Authority v Gurdial Singh Brothers Ltd [2017] 
FJHC 23; HBT05.2012 (23 January 2017), Judge Daniel Alfred states: 

 
“15. I shall start with section 22, of the VAT Act, which comes under Part V – Registration. Sub 
section (1) of this section states “Subject to this Act, every person (other than a produce supplier) 
who on or after the 1st day of July 1992, carries on any taxable activity and is not registered 
becomes liable to be registered –.” 
 
16. It is therefore crystal clear that the lawmaker at this juncture did not intend “a produce 
supplier” to come within the ambit of the VAT Act. Only registered persons did.” 

 

11. While a produce supplier is not liable to be registered for VAT under section 22(1) of the VAT Act, 

he or she may voluntarily register under section 22(4) of the VAT Act and in doing so, impose VAT 

on supply of produce under section 15(1) of the VAT Act 1991. 

 

12. Produce supplier is a person that supplies produce, basically a person supplying farm products in 

its natural state without adding substantial value to it.  

 

13. Therefore, any other person who engages the business of buying the produce from farmers and 

then selling it will not be considered as a produce supplier.  

 

14. A registered person carrying on various taxable activities including supply of produce through a 

separate division, can apply to the CEO to treat that division as a separate person.  

 

15. Upon application by the registered person, CEO may approve the produce supplier branch to be 

treated as a separate person if a separate accounting system is maintained and produce supplier 

branch is separately located. 
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LEGISLATIVE ANALYSIS 

16. Produce supplier is defined in section 2 of the VAT Act: 

 

[VAT 2]            Produce Supplier   

“Produce supplier means a person who, in the course or furtherance of all taxable activities 

carried on by that person, supplies produce and the supply of that produce constitutes at least 

ninety percent of that person‘s total value of supplies and the balance of the goods and services 

supplied by that person is produce but not in a raw and unprocessed state:  

 

Provided that any such person shall not cease to be a produce supplier as a consequence of – 

  

(a) any cessation of, or any substantial and permanent reduction in the size or scale of, any 

taxable activity carried on by that person; or  

 

(b) the replacement of any plant or other capital assets used in any taxable activity carried on 

by that person.”  

 

17. Produce supplier is a person who engages in an activity of supplying the produce, whereby, at 

least 90% or more of the produce supplied is in a raw and unprocessed state. 

  

18. In the event a produce supplier incurs a substantial and permanent reduction in the scale of their 

taxable activity or replaces any plant or other capital assets used in any taxable activity carried on 

by that person, the produce supplier does not lose its status as a produce supplier. 

 

19. Supplying of the produce is the taxable activity carried on by the produce supplier, produce is 

defined in section 2 of the VAT Act: 

 

[VAT 2]            Produce  

 

“Produce means the produce, in a raw and unprocessed state, from the activity of agriculture 

and includes any fruits, vegetables and root crops of the forest, fish and other aquatic produce;”  

   

20. Produce means produce in raw and unprocessed state from the activity of agriculture which 

includes: 

 fruits; 

 vegetables; 

 animal husbandry, poultry keeping (livestock farming);  

 root crops of the forest; and 

 fish and other aquatic produce for purpose of consumption.  

 

21. Produce is the supply by a person involved in agriculture or aquaculture activity: 

 Produce supplied by a farmer which are harvested from his farm can be classified as a 

produce supply, 
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 If another person (example middle man) buys the produce from farmer and then supplies 

it to customers, the supply will not be considered as produce supply and person supplying 

will not be considered as a produce supplier. 

 

 A farmer supplies 50% of the farm produce from his own farm and the other 50% is bought 

from other farmers which is to be supplied to his customers. In such a scenario, only farm 

produce supplied from the farm will be treated as produce supply whereas farm produce 

bought from other farmers and supplied will not be treated as produce supply.  

 

22. Any imports which are agricultural products are not classified as produce under the definition of 

produce in section 2 of the VAT Act. 

  

23. Raw and unprocessed state is defined in section 2 of the VAT Act: 

[VAT 2]            Raw and Unprocessed State 

“Raw and unprocessed state in relation to produce, means not yet cooked, smoked, or baked; 

not yet processed by any mechanical or chemical means or otherwise other than through basic 

separation, cutting of parts, packaging, or freezing (not being the process of freezing through 

blast, quick or snap freezing); unmanufactured; undiluted; crude; unmilled; unpowdered; 

unpounded;” 

24. Produce is in raw and unprocessed state if it is: 

 not yet cooked, smoked or baked,  

 unmanufactured,  

 undiluted,  

 crude (in natural or raw state),  

 unmilled,  

 unpounded, and  

 not yet processed by any mechanical or chemical means. 

 

25. Produce is still classified as raw if there is: 

 basic separation,  

 cutting of parts,  

 packaging, or  

 freezing (excluding blast or snap freezing). 

 

26. The following are some of the examples of produce which is not in a raw and unprocessed state: 

 sausages (processed); 

 minced meat; 

 steak; 

 bacon; 

 frozen chicken (blast frozen); 

 frozen peas and vegetables (snap frozen); 

 polished rice (milled); 

 kava (pounded)  
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27. Agriculture is defined in section 2 of the VAT Act:  

 

[VAT 2]            Agriculture 

 

“Agriculture, without limiting the meaning of the term, includes coconut planting, dairy farming, 

fruit growing, sugar cane growing, all forms of animal husbandry, poultry keeping, grazing, 

market gardening, horticulture and epiculture; but does not include silviculture;” 

 

28. Agriculture includes: 

 Coconut planting; 

 Dairy farming;  

 Fruit farming; 

 Sugar cane farming; 

 Animal husbandry, poultry keeping (livestock farming etc); 

 Grazing; 

 Market gardening or horticulture (vegetable farming etc); 

 Epiculture (honey production etc); but  

 Aquaculture farming for purpose of consumption; 

 Does not include silviculture (forestry).  

 

29. A registered person carrying on various taxable activities and who also supplies the produce, can 

supply the produce without charging VAT in a separate branch as a separate person, provided the 

registered person meets the requirements stated in section 27 of the VAT Act. 

 

[VAT 27]     [Subsection 1]            Branch or division 

“(1) Where a taxable activity is carried on by any registered person in branches or divisions and 

any branch or division solely supplies produce that registered person may apply in writing to 

the Commissioner for that branch or division to be treated as a separate person for the 

purposes of this Act.”  

 

30. If a registered person, carries on the taxable activity through a branch or division and one of the 

branch solely supplies produce, an application in writing has to be made to the CEO, for that 

branch supplying the produce to be treated as a separate person.  

 

[VAT 27]     [Subsection 2]            Branch or division 

“(2) The Commissioner may, upon application made pursuant to subsection (1) of this Section 

treat any branch or division as a separate person if each branch or division maintains an 

independent system of accounting, solely supplies produce in a raw and unprocessed state and 

can be separately identified by reference to being a produce supplier or the location of the 

branch or division and where any such branch or division is so separately treated, any taxable 

activity carried on by that branch or division shall, to that extent, be deemed not to be carried 

on by the registered person first mentioned in subsection (1) of this Section.” 
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31. The CEO may, upon written application made, treat any branch or division as a separate person if: 

 Each branch maintains an independent system for accounting, 

 Solely supplies produce in raw and unprocessed state, 

 Can be separately identified by reference to being the produce supplier, (produce supplier 

branch and division being separately located).  

 

Any activity carried on by this branch or division deemed not be carried by the first mention 

registered person but carried by separate unregistered person.   

32. Upon written application, the CEO may treat any branch or division as a separate person if each 

branch or division meets the requirements given in Section 27(2) of the VAT Act. These are tabled 

below: 

  

Requirements Additional guidelines  

Each branch or division must 

maintain an independent 

system for accounting.  

This involves the following - 

(i)separate record keeping for sales- invoices; 

(ii)separate record keeping for purchases and expenses; 

(iii) identification of overhead costs involving electricity, 

telephone, office space, motor vehicle expenses so that VAT 

paid on purchases of goods and services can be correctly 

apportioned between the taxable supply and produce 

supply. 

(iv) receipts and bank account of produce supply branch must 

be separate.  

 

Each branch or division must 

solely supply produce in a raw 

and unprocessed state.  

The produce supply branch or division must only supply 

produce as defined in section 2 of the VAT Act, this branch 

must not supply any other products which are supplied under 

the taxable supply.  

Each branch or division can be 

separately identified by 

reference to being the produce 

supplier, (produce supplier 

branch and division being 

separately located).  

The Registered person must have a separately identified 

place from where the produce are sold. The physical 

separation is important and may involve the following: 

(a)separate cashiers/ tills 

(b)separate counters 

(c)physical division like permanent chains, partitions, dividers 

etc. to separate the customer areas to ensure that sales from 

produce supply and taxable activity is not mixed.  
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(d) separate storage areas as far as possible. Where this is not 

possible, an acceptable basis of apportioning VAT paid on 

inputs must be established. 

(e) List of assets used solely for produce supply division.  

(f) Produce supplier branch must have separate bank 

accounts. 

 

33. A branch or division will not be classified as a produce supplier if: 

 No separate records are maintained and same cash registers are used for recording both 

taxable sales and produce supply sales; and  

 Taxable and produce supplies are made from same branch but produce supplies are 

shelved in different shelves or placed in different areas. 

 Requirements listed in paragraph 32 above is not met. 

 

34. Once a person registers a branch as produce supplier and supplies produce, that person will not 

charge VAT on the sales made from that branch and will not claim any related input tax (VAT paid 

for the purchases or expenses incurred for operation of that branch).  

Applicable Rules to Identify a Produce Supplier  

Rule 1: 

Produce Supplier (a person or a branch/division) to be treated as a separate person. 

a. Each branch maintains an independent system for accounting, 

b. Solely supplies produce in raw and unprocessed state, 

c. Can be separately identified by reference to being the produce supplier, (produce supplier 

branch and division being separately located).  

Rule 2:  

Person must solely supply the “produce”, as defined in section 2 of the VAT Act. 

a. Produce means produce as referred to in paragraph 20 above 

b. Agriculture means produce as referred to in paragraph 28 above 

c. Produce is the supply of a person involved in agriculture or aquaculture activity: 

 A farmer who supplies the produce which is the harvest from his farm can be 

classified as a produce supply, 

 If another person buys the produce from farmer and then supplies it to customers, 

supply will not be considered as produce supply and person supplying will not be 

considered as a produce supplier.  
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Rule 3:  

Person must satisfy the definition of the “produce supplier” in section 2 of the VAT Act.  

a. Produce supplier is a person carrying on business activity by supplying the produce,    

whereby:      

 90% or more of the produce supplied is in a raw and unprocessed state. 

 Computation  

 Percentage of Raw Produced Supplied =       Raw Produce Sale    X    100 
     Total Produce Sales         1 
 

 

35. In order to qualify, the taxpayer must satisfy all rules and all sub requirements of each rule. If the 

taxpayer does not meet one of the requirements of the rules mentioned above, taxpayer cannot 

be identified as a produce supplier. 

 

36. The rules have been developed from the legislative requirements for a branch, produce and 

produce supplier as stipulated under the VAT Act and are used as a guideline by the CEO for 

identification of a produce supplier. 

Example 1: Supermarkets  

A supermarket has two business activities which includes selling groceries and farm products 

(vegetables and local fruits) from the same branch.  

Farm products are bought from farmers and separately shelved from other products sold as 

normal taxable supply which attracts VAT. 

Branch maintains a separate accounting system for both supplies. 

Will the supermarket branch be classified as a produce supplier for selling farm products 

(produce)?   

Rule 1: 

a. Produce Supplier (a person or a branch/division) to be treated as a separate person. 

b. Does the branch maintain an independent system for accounting? 

 Yes, branch maintains the separate accounting system for both supplies  

 

c. Does the supermarket or a branch of the supermarket solely supplies produce? 

 No, farm products are sold from same supermarket or branch with other normal 

taxable supply.  

Branch of the supermarket does not satisfy second conditions of rule 1, thus it will not be classified 

as a produce supplier.  

Example 2: Supermarkets  

A supermarket has two business activities which include selling groceries and farm products 

(vegetables and local fruits) from different branches.  
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Produce supplier branch is located separately and only sells farm products. 

 

It has separate record keeping: 

 separate records for sales – separate cash registers, 

 separate bank accounts, 

 separate record keeping for purchases and expenses, 

 separate listing of assets used in the produce supplier branch. 

 

Farm products are bought from farmers and sold by produce supplier branch. 

 

Will the produce supplier branch of supermarket be classified as a produce supplier for selling 

farm products (produce)? 

Rule 1: 

Produce Supplier (a person or a branch/division) to be treated as a separate person. 

a. Does the branch maintain an independent system for accounting? 

Yes, it has separate record keeping: 

 separate records for sales – separate cash registers, 

 separate bank accounts, 

 separate record keeping for purchases and expenses, 

 separate listing of assets used in the produce supplier branch. 

  

b. Does the branch solely supply produce? 

Yes, produce supplier branch only sells farm products.  

 

c. Can the branch be separately identified by reference to being a produce supplier, (produce 

supplier branch and division being separately located)? 

Yes, produce supplier branch is located separately and only sells farm products. 

The branch satisfies all the requirements in rule 1. We will now look at whether it meets the 

requirements of Rule 2 

Rule 2:  

Person must solely supply the “produce”, as defined in section 2 of the VAT Act. 

a. Is the produce supplied by the branch from the agricultural activity or has it been purchased 

from suppliers of produce (farmers)? 

No, the products are bought from farmers. 

Therefore, branch does not meet the requirements of rule 2. 

Therefore, it will not be classified as a produce supplier.  

Example 3: Supermarkets 

A supermarket has two business activities which include selling groceries and farm products 

(vegetables and local fruits) from different branches.  
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Produce supplier branch is located separately and only sells farm products. 

 

It has separate record keeping: 

 separate records for sales – separate cash registers, 

 separate bank accounts, 

 separate record keeping for purchases and expenses, 

 separate listing of assets used in the produce supplier branch. 

 

Farm products are supplied from farm which is owned by the sole trader who also owns the branch 

from which farm produce are sold. 

The branch also sells produce which are milled and pounded, the total sales for previous year were 

as follows:  

 

Total Sales $100,000 

Raw Produce Sales $  50,000 

Milled and pounded produce Sales $  50,000 

 

Will the produce supplier branch of supermarket be classified as a produce supplier for selling 

farm products (produce)? 

Rule 1: 

Produce Supplier (a person or a branch/division) to be treated as a separate person. 

a. Does branch maintain an independent system for accounting? 

Yes, it has separate record keeping: 

 separate records for sales – separate cash registers, 

 separate bank accounts, 

 separate record keeping for purchases and expenses, 

 separate listing of assets used in the produce supplier branch. 

  

b. Does branch solely supplies produce? 

Yes, produce supplier branch only sells farm products.  

 

c. Can branch be separately identified by reference to being a produce supplier, (produce 

supplier branch and division being separately located)? 

Yes, produce supplier branch is located separately and only sells farm products. 

Branch satisfies all the requirements in rule 1, We will now look at whether it meets the 

requirements of Rule 2 

Rule 2:  

Person must solely supply the “produce”, as defined in section 2 of the VAT Act. 

a. Is produce supplied in the branch from agricultural activity owned by the person who also 

owns the branch? 
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Yes, farm products are supplied from the farm owned by the supermarket who also owns the 

branch from which farm produce are sold. 

Branch satisfies the requirement in rule 2, we will now look at whether it meets the requirements 

of Rule 3 

Rule 3:  

Person must satisfy the definition of the “produce supplier” in section 2 of the VAT Act.  

a. Is 90% of the produce supplied by the branch is in raw and unprocessed state?  

Computation 

Percentage of Raw Produced Supplied =  Raw Produce Sale         X        100 

          Total Sales                                  1 

                                           

    =   $ 50,000    X  100 

                                                                  $100,000        1 

           

    =    50% 

 

Branch supplied 50% of the produce in raw and unprocessed state and 50% of the produce in 

processed state, thus it does not meet the requirement of rule 3. 

 

Therefore, the branch will not qualify as the produce supplier.  

 

Example 4: Yaqona Farming and whole sale  

 

A farmer who plants yaqona and wholesales 100% of his harvest in raw state (just the basic 

separation, and sun drying) to the kava dealer. 

Will the farmer be classified as a produce supplier? 

Rule 1: 

Produce Supplier (a person or a branch/division) to be treated as a separate person. 

a. Does the farmer maintain an independent system for accounting? 

Yes, farmer’s business is only farming and whole sale of yaqona; independent system for 

accounting is maintained for the business.  

 

b. Does farmer solely supply produce? 

Yes, the farmer only sells the yaqona in 100% raw and unprocessed state. 

 

c. Can farmer be separately identified by reference to being the produce supplier, (produce 

supplier branch and division being separately located)? 

Yes, farmer only sells yaqona and he can be identified by reference to being produce supplier.  
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Farmer satisfies all the requirements in rule 1, We will now look at whether it meets the 

requirements of Rule 2 

Rule 2:  

Person must solely supply the “produce”, as defined in section 2 of the VAT Act. 

a. Is produce supplied by farmer from agricultural activity? 

Yes, yaqona is produced from farm which is owned by the farmer. 

Farmer satisfies the requirement in rule 2, We will now look at whether it meets the requirements 

of Rule 3 

Rule 3:  

Person must satisfy the definition of the “produce supplier” in section 2 of the VAT Act.  

a. Is 90% of the produce supplied by the farmer in a raw and unprocessed state?  

Yes, supply of yaqona by farmer is 100% raw and unprocessed state.  

 

Farmer satisfies all the requirements in rule 3, farmer can be classified as a produce supplier 

because he has successfully met all the requirements of rule 1, 2 and 3.   

 

Example 5: Kava Dealers   

An individual is registered as sole trader business, who buys the yaqona from farmers in raw state, 

cleans the yaqona (basically removing of the dry left over muds) and sells to kava shop in raw 

state. 

Will the wholesaler be classified as a produce supplier? 

Rule 1: 

   Produce Supplier (a person or a branch/division) to be treated as a separate person. 

a. Does the sole trader maintain an independent system for accounting? 

Yes, sole trader’s business is only whole sale of yaqona, independent system for accounting is 

maintained for the business.  

 

b. Does sole trader solely supply produce? 

Yes, sole trader only sells the yaqona in 100% raw and unprocessed state. 

 

c. Can the sole trader be separately identified by reference to being the produce supplier, 

(produce supplier branch and division being separately located)? 

Yes, the sole trader only sells yaqona in a separate location.  

  Sole Trader satisfies all the requirements in rule 1, We will now look at whether it meets the 

requirements of Rule 2. 
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Rule 2:  

Person must solely supply the “produce”, as defined in section 2 of the VAT Act. 

a. Is produce supplied by sole trader from the agricultural activity or has it been it been 

purchased from suppliers of produce (farmers)? 

No, yaqona are bought from farmers. 

Sole trader does not meet the requirements of rule 2, thus it will not be classified as a produce 

supplier. 

Example 6: Kava Dealers  

A kava dealer operating a retail shop sells both raw yaqona in per kg per bundles (raw yaqona tied 

in bundles) and pounded kava. 

Kava dealer buys raw yaqona from wholesaler. 

Total sales for previous years were as follows: 

Total Sales  $200,000 

Sale of Raw Yaqona   $ 50,000 

Sale of pounded Kava  $150,000 

 

Will the kava dealer qualify as a produce supplier?  

 

Rule 1: 

   Produce Supplier (a person or a branch/division) to be treated as a separate person. 

a. Does kava dealer maintain an independent system for accounting? 

Yes, an independent system for accounting is maintained for the shop.  

 

b. Does kava dealer solely supply produce? 

Yes, kava dealer is selling yaqona only. 

 

c. Can kava dealer be separately identified by reference to being the produce supplier, (produce 

supplier branch and division being separately located)? 

Yes, kava dealer is operating a retail shop which only sells yaqona and can be separately 

identified.  

 

The Kava dealer satisfies all the requirements in rule 1, We will now look at whether it meets the 

requirements of Rule 2 

Rule 2:  

Person must solely supply the “produce”, as defined in section 2 of the VAT Act. 

a. Is produce supplied by kava dealer from the agricultural activity which is also owned him? 

No, yaqona are bought from wholesaler. 
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Kava dealer does not meet the requirements of rule 2, thus it will not be classified as a produce 

supplier. 

Example 7: Butcher 

A butcher sells the following products from a single branch: 

 Imported lambs (lamb chops, lamb necks, lamb shank)  

 Frozen chicken (blast frozen) products (whole chicken in packaging, chicken pieces, chicken 

thighs) 

 Fish pieces – (whole fish (blast frozen) bought from fish dealers) 

 Frozen Fish – (normal freezing) –bought from local fisher man. 

 Local meats – supplied from butcher owner’s farm (includes goat, sheep and beef) which are 

slaughtered, cleaned and cut into parts.  

 

All the meats are sold from same branch. 

In owner’s interpretation local meats and frozen fish (normal freezing) bought from fisherman 

are classified as produce. 

Separate cash register is maintained for sale of produce. 

Separate books are kept for purchases of items classified as produce. 

Separate accounting records are maintained for items classified as produce.  

 

Butcher’s sales were as follows: 

 

 

 

Will this single branch of butcher be treated as a produce supplier under the provisions of VAT 

Act?  

Rule 1: 

       Produce Supplier (a person or a branch/division) to be treated as a separate person. 

a. Does the branch maintain an independent system of accounting for produce sales? 

Yes, branch has: 

 Separate cash register is maintained for sale of produce. 

 Separate books are kept for purchases of items classified as produce. 

 Separate accounting records are maintained for items classified as produce. 

 

 

 

Total Sales  $10,000,000 

Imported lambs $ 2,000,000 

Frozen chicken $ 2,000,000 

Fish pieces $  500,000 

Frozen Fish $  500,000 

Local meats $ 5,000,000 
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b. Does the branch solely supply produce?  

No, branch does not solely supply produce as imported and frozen chicken (blast frozen) which 

are not classified as produce supplies are sold in single branch with produce products. 

 

Branch doesn’t satisfy requirement 2 in rule 1. 

Therefore, it cannot be treated as a separate person under section 27 of the VAT Act and will 

not qualify as a produce supplier.   
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APPENDIX 1: Flowchart for Produce Supplier Identification 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


